DIVE CENTRE KREIDESEE HEMMOOR
You should know!
The Dive Centre
Our award-winning diving centre Kreidesee is located directly on the lake, on the grounds of the
holiday park and is open 365 days a year. Our opening hours are:
January 09.00 am - 15.30 pm
February 09.00 am - 16.30 pm
March 09.00 am - 17.00 pm
April 09.00 am - 18.00 pm
May - September 09.00 am - 19.00 pm
October 09.00 am - 18.00 pm
November 09.00 am - 17.00 pm
December 09.00 am - 16.00 pm
From April to October it will be open from 08.00 a.m. at the weekend.
You can register at the dive centre for diving, camping or U-boating and receive everything you need
for diving in the Kreidesee. Compressed air up to 300 bars, oxygen up to 100%, helium, argon, rental
equipment, handcart, spare parts, tools and many good tips. Rounding off the programme are a kiosk
for snacks in between, a snack bar at the weekend or a bookable training room for 20 people in the
main building. Of course, you can also complete professional diving certificates from beginners to
instructors or book accompanied dives. Our sanitary rooms and an entrance are handicapped
accessible. A "pre-registration" is not required, but please remember to bring your brevet, logbook
and medical certificate with you for registration. This means you must register for diving upon
arrival! Afterwards you may dive the lake independently as a buddy team, if you both have at least
Bronze, OWD or an equivalent diving license.
To avoid waiting times during the season, we operate one of the largest filling stations in Europe. Our
300 bar compressors permanently fill a 480,000-litre storage unit from which up to 10 tanks can be
filled simultaneously in just 5 minutes. This makes it possible to fill more than 500 bottles a day. In
addition, a refrigerant dryer with water separation, a fully automatic dewatering system, several 2.3 l
filters and an air monitoring unit are installed to guarantee air quality well under the DIN EN 12011
legal requirements. Outside the opening hours you can use a self-filling facility. We produce technical
gases with a mixing system that can produce nitrox and trimix mixtures of up to 40%, which are then
compressed directly with an oxygen-compatible compressor. Gases with an oxygen content between
40-100% are mixed quite conventionally using the "partial pressure method".

LIVING & ACCOMMODATION
Several apartments are in the main house at the entrance, about 350m from the dive centre.
Equipped for 2-6 persons, they are arranged over three floors. A common drying room is located on
each floor and a training room for 20 persons can also be booked in the house. There is a parking
area in front of the house. The check-in / check-out takes place directly in the house.
The Scandinavian style cottages are specially designed for divers and offer uncompromising luxury.
They are in a separate holiday home area, approx. 100m from the dive centre and entrance 1. There
are different models available for 4-6 persons, some with sauna and/or heated drying room.
Checking in and out also takes place in the main building, where the houses can also be booked
directly via 04771-68 88 68 or www.kreidesee.de
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You can arrive and depart at our campsite 24 hours a day and choose your own place. The pitches
are not divided into lots and are variable in size. Reservations are not possible and first come, first
served, can choose the most beautiful place. The campsite is only 100m from the Kreidesee lake and
10m from the diving centre. All pitches are equipped with electricity (for a fee) and water, as well as
drying poles and a playground. In the sanitary building there are toilets, free showers, washing
machines and dryers, kitchenette, disabled toilet and a baby changing couch. The registration takes
place on arrival directly in the diving base.
In addition, rental caravans with a fixed awning are available for max. 4 persons. They have a cooking
facility, refrigerator, coffee machine, crockery, pots and pans, as well as electric heating. Bedding,
pillow, blanket or sleeping bag must be brought along. Final cleaning and electricity are included.
Bookings only by phone via the dive centre 0049 4771 - 79 21.
Prices
Diving Permit per day (Non Limit)
Weekendcard Fr. – So.
(Non Limit)
Ten Ticket Card
(10 Days Non Limit)
Diving permit for children up to 14 years.
Breathing Air 200 - 300bar
Argon
Sauerstoff
Helium

13,00 € Compressed Air/Trimix /Apnoe
36,00 € Compressed Air /Trimix/Apnoe
117,00 € for each person
6,00 Compressed Air/Apnoe
0,50 € per bottle/litre
Minimum price: 2,00 € per bottle
0,021 € per bar/litre
0,010 per bar/litre
0,052 € per bar/litre

Camping:
Person, 2 - 99 Years
Tent or car overnight stay
Caravan, Mobile Home
Club or team tent
Electricity Summer/Winter
Rental Caravan

incl. Electricity/ER

3,50 €
7,00 €
8,00 €
12,00 €
2,50 €/3,50€
37,00 € plus person charge

Miscellaneous:
Day Visitor
Dog
Cart
Dive pedal boat max. 2 divers
Washer and Dryer coin
U-Boat
(1Pers./2Pers.)
Apartment from incl. Electricity/ER/per Night
Cottage from incl. Electricity/ER/per Night
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2,50 €
1,00 €
4,00 €
9,00 € / 1,5 h
2,90 €
295,00 €/245,00 €
50,00 €
74,00 €

The most important check-in points at the diving centre Kreidesee:

1. Doctor's certificate
Do I have a medical certificate? It is sufficient to have normal proof from the family doctor that he
considers you suitable for diving. We do not accept the international self-disclosure! The doctor's
stamp in your diver's passport is also enough!
A Diving accident insurance is not compulsory with us, BUT in the event of an accident, costs of up to
15,000 EURO, can be expected and then charged to you! Even if a stranger initiates the rescue chain
for you, even if you may not need it, you are in a legal obligation to pay! Here you can find
reasonable online offers!

2. Second Regulator
Did you check your diving equipment? We require a second regulator. Obviously, you don't just have
to carry it with you, but you also have to be able to use it! Every diver/student must be fully
equipped! You can order rental equipment one week in advance by phone!
During the summer months you can dive most of the dive spots with a Semidry without any
problems, otherwise a dry suit would be recommendable especially for deep dives!
3. Check in to the Dive Centre
To register at the dive centre you should have your brevet card and your medical certificate with
you. In the event of a great turnout, we will rely on your truthful information when registering and
will only check it on a random basis. You can't go in the water with an expired certificate!
4. Payment
Due to the high number of divers we invoice all services immediately in cash! I.e. on arrival and not
at the end. We do not accept card payments! Therefore, you should bring enough cash € with you as
a precaution. In Hemmoor there are two banks with ATMs!
5. No Solo Diving
Solo diving is not allowed! Diving buddies can be found in advance via our buddy exchange. If you
arrive here on the spur of the moment, you can of course also ask divers on-site whether you can join
them! We cannot spontaneously provide you with a personal guide for your dive!
6. Briefing through us
Anyone who visits us for the first time and arrives at the weekend cannot expect a "detailed
briefing" due to the high number of divers. Therefore, we recommend our new customers to inform
themselves in advance on the Internet or to join experienced Hemmoor divers. During the week
there is nothing to stop a detailed briefing!

Further Questions?
Please do not contact us via mail or Facebook!
We prefer contact via Phone: 0049 4771 7921.
We speak English and German
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